
Twist is an approachable and personal service that allows both new and 
experienced collectors the opportunity to discover talented British artists  

from a carefully selected portfolio.

An exhibition showcasing some of the great work from  
a range of contemporary artists represented in the  

Twist Art Consultancy portfolio:

TWIST POPUP  AT THE SINOLINK GALLERY:
PRESS RELEASE 

Oxford born Hetty Haxworth studied at the Glasgow School  

of Art and has exhibited in the UK and abroad for the past  

25 years. She now lives and works from a studio in rural  

Aberdeenshire. The series of prints on show document the  

movement of light over the Aberdeenshire landscape, capturing 

moments in colour. Within the work, regular furrows and pylon 

lines provide stripes, ploughed fields add a colourful patchwork, 

and framing this scene are the man-made structures, the rigid lines 

of fences and the cattle barns, that turn the landscape into  

a geometric study. 

Wendy studied Fine Art at De Montfort University part-time 

whilst her children were young and graduated 6 years later.

Wendy’s work explores themes of family and home, and concepts 

of memory and moment, more recently in observation. She works 

in a variety of materials, currently mainly in cast bronze using the 

lost wax process, but also in aluminium, silver, acrylic, paper and 

wire. Each body of work frequently consists of multiple pieces and 

sometimes in a range of materials. Wendy’s work was included in 

the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition last summer 2017 and had 

an overwhelming response.

HETTY HAXWORTH

WENDY FREESTONE
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Melanie studied Florentine Renaissance art at the Courtauld 

Institute, London and Fine Art at the School of Art, University 

of Gloucestershire. She exhibits across the UK “I seek out 

overlooked, incidental forms in nature; the great beauty in the 

rambling, chaotic lines of tangled weeds and the overgrown, 

especially in contrast with the man-made forms around us.  

Finding out the history of the places I am painting, I like to  

think these lines tell some of the stories, as if the past is  

making itself present”. 

Richard Whadcock studied fine art painting and printmaking 

at Bristol Polytechnic and went on to complete his Masters at the 

Royal College of Art. Richard builds up layers of primer that hide 

the canvas’s weave or the board’s texture and produces  

a substantial surface that will hold the marks he makes and yet 

allow the free movement of paint where necessary. Layers are 

built up of thin glazes of a usually limited palette. The primed base 

colours are allowed to influence the top glazes or are completely 

obliterated only to be revealed again as layers that are then 

sanded back or drawn through whilst still wet. Richard says  

‘I aim for my paintings to evoke a place, perhaps in your memories 

of somewhere that you have been to.  To describe a feeling,  

an atmosphere during a passage of time. The viewer is bringing 

something to the painting as well, the painting draws it out of  

you only to deliver you back through the layers of light and depth’.   

Twist met Graeme after completing his MA at the Royal College 

of Art, from where he went on to combine freelance glass-making 

and teaching with his own glass-making practice.

He combines traditional techniques in a contemporary way to 

produce the beautiful sculptures and bowls he makes today.

MELANIE GOEMANS

RICHARD WHADCOCK

GRAEME HAWES
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After working many years as an Art Director of Motion Graphics, 

Emma Reynolds now works full time as a printmaker. Emma has 

created a pair of screenprints of Oxford for the Twist pop up. Her 

current work concentrates on looking at clear horizons and oases, 

featuring domestic and migratory birds that have the freedom to 

move above us and use the cities as their refuge, drawing parallels 

with the flow of the cities on the ground. 

Anna Marrow is a British printmaker based in Bristol who creates 

bold, colourful works that blend urban and natural elements. 

Anna originally trained in Fine Art at UWE Bristol and went on 

to receive a distinction in her MA at Central Saint Martins, where 

she specialised in Printmaking. She loves to work with silkscreen 

because of the limitless possibilities and flexibility the technique 

itself offers from starting with bold splashes of colour  

to completing a work with delicate hand-drawn lines, scraps  

of text and collages of photographic imagery.

Twist is showing a selection of Oxford based Rachel Ducker 

sculptured wire figures, expressing the emotional dynamics of 

human nature. Rachel has exhibited with Twist since 2000 and her 

work is in numerous collections both here in the UK and abroad.

RACHEL DUCKER

EMMA REYNOLDS

ANNA MARROW
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Candida originally trained in textile design but for the past 

ten years has focused on botanical art. Her three watercolour 

paintings that are being exhibited, show in intricate detail the 

beauty of the dead and dying, the form and pattern in nature that 

is present at all times of year.

Kate Turnbull trained at St Martin’s School of Art, where she 

received an MA in Printed Textiles. She divides her time as Head 

of Art Textiles at Headington School Oxford and running a studio 

in Brill, where she produces her textile designs and her organic 

textural botanical art.

Harriet Coleridge works in Limoges porcelain which is mostly 

thrown on the wheel, and sometimes altered - squared, faceted, 

impressed. Glazed with a variety of carbon trap shinos, the pots 

are fired in a flame kiln to 1280 degrees and ferociously reduced  

to produce dramatic amber/charcoal surfaces. These are enhanced 

by sang de boeuf glaze, sprinklings of rose ash and (sparingly 

applied) gold lustre brushwork.

CANDIDA GROOM

KATE TURNBULL

HARRIET COLERIDGE
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Artist Michelle McKinney’s photographic prints are in her  

own words  “a natural extension of my sculptural pieces” 

In creating these photographs Michelle first makes a sculpture  

in woven metal: stainless steel, copper and brass. In most cases 

the sculpture itself only exists to create the photographic image. 

These delicate metal  sculptures are brought into being to stamp 

their presence on an instant in time and then dismantled leaving 

only a brief memory recorded of their existence. By inverting the 

colours of the photographs light becomes dark and dark becomes 

light. Substance becomes void and certainties of form and colour 

are now ethereal memories of their opposites. Permanence is 

dismantled yet caught in an instant that allows the viewer the 

luxury to examine.

MICHELLE MCKINNEY

From a family of artists spanning four generations, Benedict 

Ramos is a fine art photographer specialising in still life.  His work 

is strongly influenced by 17th century Dutch and Spanish still lives 

with their strong chiaroscuro lighting recalling perhaps the austere 

beauty of the Spanish “bodegones” of Zurbarán or Sánchez-Cotán. 

BENEDICT RAMOS
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Rebecca McLynn graduated with her MA in Fine Art from 

Wimbledon School of Art. She has since exhibited across the 

Uk and in Ireland. Her work has been selected for the Laing 

Landscape Awards and the Discerning Eye Awards, Mall Galleries, 

London.

Rebecca McLynn’s oil paintings, mixed media works and 

photographs are inspired by landscape, the details in nature 

and the quality and atmosphere of the elements. She explores 

the essence of nature and place through colour, texture and 

composition. 

REBECCA MCLYNN



Richard Ballantyne and Carol Read have been working together 

and collaborating for around 9 years. “We both enjoy the process 

of throwing. Working together enables us to push ourselves and 

each  other creatively”. 

The Raku animals all start as a thrown piece before being 

manipulated and added to in order to create the animal. Each is 

unique, both in the making and in the process of Raku firing.

Raku Firing is a pyromaniacs delight and very unpredictable. 

However the results really suit the subject matter and the animals 

come alive with the white crackle glaze. “The fun is creating the 

character of the animal and hopefully adding a bit of humour 

along the way”.

RICHARD BALLANTYNE AND CAROL READ
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Fiona Whitehouse is a painter whose main interests are in the 

landscapes of Scotland, France and England. Her work is primarily 

concerned with the direct experience and sensation of light and 

colour in the natural spaces around us. Fiona’s deeply evocative 

colours capture the mood of each place. 

Fiona studied Art in Exeter, London and Florence and has 

exhibited widely in Oxford and the South West. 

FIONA WHITEHOUSE


